In 2007 January, at the heliocentric distance AU, comet McNaught 2006P1 became the brightest comet r ! 0.3 since C/Ikeya-Seki 1965S1 and was continuously monitored by space-based solar observatories. We provide strong evidence that an archlike tail observed by the Heliospheric Imager aboard the STEREO spacecraft is the first ever detected tail composed of neutral Fe atoms. We obtain an Fe lifetime s at 4 t p (4.1 ‫ע‬ 0.4) # 10 AU, in agreement with theoretical predictions of the photoionization lifetime. The expected dust temr p 0.25 perature is inconsistent with iron sublimation, suggesting that Fe atoms are coming from troilite evaporation.
INTRODUCTION
Comets provide unique information on the cosmic abundances of the solar nebula, which collapsed to form the solar system. Very few data regard the metallic content of comet nuclei, because the temperatures at which metals sublimate are experienced by rare Sun-grazing comets, usually too close to the Sun to be observed by ground-based spectroscopes. In particular, iron was remotely detected in spectra of comet IkeyaSeki 1965S1 only (Preston 1967) . Laboratory analyses of samples collected at comet 81P/Wild 2 showed that most iron is in the form of troilite (FeS) grains (Zolensky et al. 2006) . Is this true for all comets? Can we use space-solar observatories to detect iron in Sun-grazing comets and to extract Fe physical properties? This report tries to answer these questions. Since Mercury's surface temperature is close to that of the dust ejected from comet McNaught at perihelion, our results may address exosphere observations of future space missions such as MESSENGER (launched on 2004) and BepiColombo (to be launched on 2013).
OBSERVATIONS
Launched in 2006 October, the NASA STEREO mission is designed to make three-dimensional observations of the Sun and its outer atmosphere, the heliosphere The mission comprises two spacecraft placed into heliocentric orbits, one moving ahead of the Earth and one behind. These two spacecraft (named Ahead and Behind and referred to as A and B, respectively) move away from the Earth at a rate that increases the Earth-Sun-spacecraft angle by 22.5Њ each year. While most of the telescopes on board each spacecraft are Sunpointing, one instrument on each spacecraft-the Heliospheric Imager (HI)-is mounted on the side of the spacecraft and looks back at the Sun-Earth line, its aim being to detect and study Earth-directed solar-ejected clouds known as coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Each instrument comprises two widefield visible light cameras called HI-1 and HI-2. HI-1 has a passband between 630 and 730 nm and has a 20Њ field of view centered 13.65Њ from the Sun center. The HI-2 camera has a 400-1000 nm passband and has a 70Њ field of view centered 53.35Њ from the Sun center. While the primary science goal of these instruments is to detect Earth-impacting CMEs, it was anticipated that data from these wide-field cameras would be useful for many other science applications, including the observation of comets 2.56 # 10 1B) took the best resolved images (Nemiroff & Bonnell 2007) of the dust tail with many striae (probably due to fragmentation of fluffy grains) and, well separated from the main dust tail, of an archlike tail stretching km (Fig. 1) . 6 km units). The coma around the nucleus has saturated the CCD. The archlike tail corresponds to the solid white line that follows the crest of the isophotes on the left of the main dust tail. The circular arc in the upper left-hand corner is an artifact. Three striae from the dust tail overlap the archlike tail. The (0, 0) point corresponds to the comet nucleus position computed in a STEREOcentric reference frame and was identified thanks to stars visible in the original images (see the insert). All the following lines are projected on the sky in a STEREO-centric reference frame. Vertical axis: Antisolar direction (the Sun is exactly in the bottom direction at 2.56 # 10 7 km from the nucleus). Dotted line: Comet's orbit. Dashed lines: Model ion tails moving at the given solar wind velocity. Solid line: Theoretical Fe tail. The apparent shift to the right of the fitting line closer than 10 7 km from the nucleus is due to the brightness gradient of the main dust tail.
MODELS OF THE ARCHLIKE TAIL
A first possibility is that the archlike tail is an ion tail. The coma releases ions along the comet's orbit, which are then dragged by the solar wind. Figure 1 displays the tail axis of ions trapped in a solar wind with velocity of 200, 300, or 400 km s Ϫ1 . A velocity of 400 km s Ϫ1 provides the best fit of the archlike tail at 5 # 10 6 km from the nucleus, whereas at 3 # 10 7 km from the nucleus, the best fit is given by a velocity of 200 km s Ϫ1 . These velocities would imply that the solar wind accelerated from 200 km s Ϫ1 on January 10.8 to 400 km s Ϫ1 on January 12.5. However, this possibility is inconsistent with the archlike tail observed on January 13.5 ( Fig. 2) , which would require the acceleration from 250 km s Ϫ1 on January 12.5 to 400 km s Ϫ1 on January 13.5, and with data from the NASA Advanced Composition Explorer (Stone et al. 1990 ), which observed a roughly constant velocity of the solar wind of 360 km s Ϫ1 between January 12.5 and 15. [Wyckoff 1982; Feldman et al. 2004] ) should be photodissociated (Huebner et al. 1992 ) before being able to interact with the solar wind to form the C/2006P1 ion tail. A second possibility is that the tail particles are driven by solar radiation pressure and gravity forces. The ratio between these forces is the r-independent b-parameter. If, along the orbit, the nucleus ejects particles with a constant b-value, the tail axis is perfectly fitted by lines named syndynes (Finson & Probstein 1968) . The archlike tail is fitted by a syndyne of , which is too high for most dust compositions. Only pure b ≈ 6 graphite spheres with a radius of 80 nm may approach such a b-value (Burns et al. 1979 ). In such a case, larger graphite grains, less efficiently destroyed by sublimation, should be observed between the archlike and dust tails. On the other hand, submicron grains are much smaller than red light wavelengths, so that no strong scattering should occur in the HI-1B passband. At the end, such small grains are probably charged and dragged by the solar wind. Very porous dust aggregates may approach high b-values, and all observations point out that dust is probably fluffy in all comets. However, the fact that no comet ever showed a dust tail with (Fulle 2004) (Kolokolova et al. 2004) .
A tail composed of neutral atoms pushed away by solar radiation pressure (Fulle 2004 ) is actually more consistent with the observations. A neutral Na tail was observed in comet HaleBopp 1995O1 (Cremonese et al. 1997 ), but the computed Na tail is close to a syndyne of and does not fit the archlike b ≈ 80 tail. The b-value of neutral atoms depends on the solar radiation pressure, which is proportional to the total number of excitations per unit time of an atom, the g-factor (Fulle 2004; Cremonese et al. 1997) . We have computed b as a function of the heliocentric radial velocity for the 13 most abundant chemical species using the solar UV flux (Huebner et al. 1992) , the high-resolution visible solar flux (Kurucz et al. 1984 )-both in quiet-Sun conditions-and oscillator strengths for all resonant lines (Morton 2003 (Morton , 2004 . For each element, we have calculated the atomic tail using the velocity-dependent b, which has then been fitted by syndynes providing us with a range of equivalent constant b-values consistent with each atomic tail. (Beristain et al. 1998) . Neutral Fe emission lines were the strongest in the spectra of comet Ikeya-Seki 1965S1 observed at AU r p 0.14 (Preston 1967) .
We have computed the motion of Fe atoms according to the Fe velocity-dependent b. The theoretical Fe tail matches very well the archlike tail as indicated Figure 1 . While the comet exited the HI-1B field of view a few hours after perihelion, HI-1A observed the comet between January 12.0 and 14.5. For each of these observations, the projection on the sky of the Fe tail was calculated following the same numerical approach. The neutral Fe tail fits all available observations as illustrated by Figure 2 . In order to derive the surface brightness along the axis of the archlike tail, we have considered sections of the image oriented perpendicular to the tail axis. These sections are dominated by the dust tail background, fitted by Gaussians with parameters calculated for each slice. The dust tail Gaussians overlap a background due to the solar corona and the view-angle-dependent sensitivity, which, close to the archlike Fig. 2. -Fit of the archlike tail by means of the computed Fe tail (solid white lines) for six HI-1A comet observations. The edge of the field of view is visible in the first two top panels (January 12.0 and 12.5; the comet just entered the field of view) and in the last two bottom panels (January 14.0 and 14.5; the comet nucleus is exiting the field of view). The images are dominated by the dust tail with many striae; some of them overlap the archlike tail. The vertical axis is along the antisolar direction. The Sun-comet distance r is also given; the perihelion occurred between the second and third panels. See Fig. 1 for further explanations. tail, is well fitted by a linear gradient calculated for each slice. We subtract both Gaussian and linear backgrounds of each slice, getting sections with emissions from only the archlike tail, which provide us the tail brightness and width (Fig. 3) . A definitive calibration of the cameras can only be carried out after many weeks of observations. For a preliminary calibration, in the HI-1A image taken on January 14.0 UT, we have found four Hipparcos stars of spectrum G0 V-G5 V of V magnitude between and . The HI-1 pass-V p 6.11 V p 8.55 band is well approximated by the w passband (Tedesco et al. 1982) , with zero color index for solar-type stars, pro-V Ϫ w viding a zero-point magnitude . V p 19.28 ‫ע‬ 0.13 0
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The tail brightness plotted in Figure 3 can be fitted according to dust tail theory (Fulle 2004) . The observed brightness decreases by orders of magnitude faster than that expected for a dust tail. This is strong evidence against the dust (graphite or fluffy grains) tail hypothesis. Support for the iron tail is in fact obtained by fitting the observed tail brightness with the theory of the neutral atom tail (Fulle 2004; Cremonese et al. 1997) , which accounts for a lifetime t against ionization. All archlike tail profiles observed between January 12.0 and 14.5 are best fitted by the same ionization lifetime s 4 t p (4.1 ‫ע‬ 0.4) # 10 at the averaged tail AU (Fig. 3) . This fact confirms that r ≈ 0.25 the image background was correctly subtracted from the data and suggests that the Fe loss rate remained roughly constant at AU. Since t depends on , we get 2 r ≤ 0.2 r t p (6.6 ‫ע‬ s at AU. Table 1 provides the lifetimes against 5 0.6) # 10 r p 1 photoionization of the most abundant chemical species calculated using the same solar flux as before and theoretical cross sections (Verner et al. 1996) . Taking into account the uncertainty on the solar EUV-UV flux and on the photoionization cross sections, the Fe photo-ionization lifetime matches very well the observed t-value, whereas the Al lifetime is a factor 400 shorter. Our Na lifetime computation agrees with s observed at 5 t p 1.7 # 10 1 AU (Cremonese et al. 1997 10 Q x 1 10 dust dance in comet dust samples (Zolensky et al. 2006) . The tail width provides the ejection velocity of the Fe atoms from the coma, which results in km s
Ϫ1
, in agreement 1.5 ‫ע‬ 0.2 with available HCN velocity-resolved spectra (Biver 2007, private communication) and fluid-dynamic coma models at r ≤ AU (Crifo et al. 2004) . Fe atoms may be released from the 0.2 nucleus surface and/or from dust, and then accelerated to the gas velocity in the large collisional coma. Fe atoms may sublimate from fluffy troilite grains (Zolensky et al. 2006) , suggesting a dust temperature K (FeS condensation tem-T 1 680 perature [Pollack et al. 1994] ) at AU, in agreement with r ≤ 0.2 blackbody extrapolations of the dust temperature observed at comet 1P/Halley (Tokunaga et al. 1988) . All data on dust temperature (Kolokolova et al. 2004 ) are inconsistent with direct sublimation of metallic Fe, which would require K T 1 1000 (Knacke et al. 1991) at AU. Troilite may be the most r ≤ 0.2 abundant sulfide not only in comets. Mercury's crust could have a composition similar to the mineral assemblages found in aubritic meteorites (Burbine et al. 2002) , with troilite the most abundant sulfide, usually found in abundance ranging from 1% volume to 7% volume of Shallowater aubrite. The bright radar spots seen at Mercury's poles may be due to volume scattering from elemental sulfur (Sprague et al. 1995) , present in the regolith as iron sulfides.
